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Introduction
Autonomous vehicles (AVs) were once envisioned to be technology of the future, but
have now become a concrete reality. With autonomy software rapidly developing, it is easy to
neglect to consider their implications on society. There have been critical casualties resulting
from faulty logic in autonomy causing government policy to be enacted and enforced. AVs are
changing how people think and react whether society is aware of it or not.
Stanford’s Ethical Decision Making for Autonomous Vehicles states, “Human drivers
navigate the roadways by balancing values such as safety, legality, and mobility. An autonomous
vehicle driving on the same roadways as humans likely needs to navigate based on similar
values” (Thornton, 2018). It is important as autonomy progresses to distinguish what those
values are, how they are assessed, and how their implementation in systems are shaping society.
Values are vastly impacted by culture and geographical location, but in what capacity are
autonomous vehicles reflective of those values? The proposed STS paper aims to assess how
social influences are being incorporated in the development and implementation of AVs.
Furthermore, this paper will analyze those societal influences that have created a technologically
deterministic future of AVs.
Inversely, autonomy is modeled after human behavior. The usability of data-driven
decision-making solutions in safety-critical applications is limited by the absence of human-like
inference and reasoning about decisions. Moreover, most models overlook the possibility of
more than one feasible decision and end up optimizing on average behavior. The proposed
technical project is expected to improve decision-making models by incorporating human expert
knowledge and interpretability in the model by investigating how to maximize model training
with minimal resources.
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Technical Topic (Capstone)
Autonomous vehicles, also known as self-driving cars, “require methods that generalize
to unpredictable situations and reason in a timely manner in order to reach human-level
reliability” (Schwarting, Alonso-Mora, & Rus, 2018). These methods incorporate many
elements in their logic that are developed through a deep learning based model. These models
include end-to-end motion planning to learn a navigation policy in simulation from an expert
operator. The knowledge gained from training is then transferred to real-world environments to
perform target-oriented navigation and collision avoidance (Schwarting et al., 2018). The
proposed technical topic focuses on the prediction of surrounding entities and using the
information learned to form a decision. An explainable deep learning based model for predicting
intent of maritime entities was developed as a part of Center for Visual and Decision Informatics
(CVDI) Year 7 Project ‘Improved Decision Making for Autonomous Systems’ which models
intent based on past observations, while also incorporating spatial interactions and temporal
dependencies. The technical topic will support this ongoing project by providing a more
efficient, optimized approach to training this deep learning based model.
The ongoing project aims to improve data-driven decision-making models for an
autonomous system, particularly with the goal of making explainable predictions for intent of
other surrounding systems without any direct communication. The goal of this project is to
improve the usability of and trust in such data-driven decision-making models by integrating
human experts’ decisions and feedback into the model’s knowledge pool. Overall, the project
will create a model that jointly reasons about and predicts a distribution over plausible decisions
and uses human expert knowledge to generate an optimized decision. The application will focus
on autonomous vessels at sea, with the goal of broad applicability to other domains.
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While the goal of this project is to construct an explainable decision-making process
inclusive of human expert feedback for autonomous navigation in complex environments, the
focus of this technical topic will be maximizing model training using minimal resources. The
construction of the goal decision-making process relies on deep learning models that emulate
human navigation. These models require optical data to assess the surrounding environment to
make an informed decision. To acquire the optical data, perception systems integrate “many
heterogeneous sensors with significant communications and computation bandwidth to capture
and process high-resolution, high-rate sensor data” (Leonard et al., 2008).
However, current hardware techniques of imaging drive a high cost and place limitations
on resolution enhancement (Yue et al., 2016). This expensiveness and limited enhancement leads
into the motivation for super-resolution: the process of upscaling or improving the details within
an image by often using low-resolution images as input upscaled to a higher-resolution (Thomas,
2019). Currently, specific applications of super-resolutions include surveillance, remote sensing
imaging, and biometric information identification (Yue et al., 2016). In addition to providing a
way to construct a higher quality image from one that never existed or has been lost, superresolution paves way for better perception for AVs thus better decision-making. However, “more
advanced, adaptive, and faster methods with extensive applicability are always desirable” (Yue
et al., 2016).
This technical topic will focus on the applications of automated machine learning in
super-resolution models. Automated machine learning implements a “survival of the fittest”
mentality. This process makes real-world models more efficient by running systematic processes
on raw data and selecting models that pull the most relevant information from the data.
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Essentially, what automated machine learning does is “automatically choose[s] a good algorithm
and feature preprocessing steps for a new dataset at hand…” (Feurer et al., 2015).
In the scope of automated machine learning, the technical topic will center around the use
of Rivanna, the University of Virginia’s High-Performance Computing (HPC) System (Research,
2019). Used for computational research, this supercomputer has over 8,000 cores and 8PB of
various storage. In addition, Rivanna offers parallel partitioning service. To perform maximal
training with minimal resources, this service will be used in the parallelization of single-threaded
TensorFlow super resolution models on a Central Processing Unit (CPU) to investigate the
differences among those models and evaluate their performances. Instead of executing
instructions one step at a time, parallelization allows the use of two or more processors (cores,
computers) in combination to solve a single problem (Stout, n.d.). The automation of this process
allows tracking of the best performing super resolution models thus yielding maximal training
with minimal resources.
STS Topic
In 2018, Uber released an autonomous car that hit and killed a pedestrian due to a
technological failure in recognition (Lekach, 2018a). Further investigation found that the driver
had been streaming episodes on YouTube, Netflix, and Hulu leading up to the crash. This failure
in recognition leads to the questioning of what algorithms were used to detect objects – namely,
what did the algorithm lack or fail to consider that led to a critical casualty? The death of the
pedestrian, Elaine Herzberg, was the “first attributed to a self-driving vehicle and prompted
significant safety concerns about the nascent self-driving car industry, which is working to get
vehicles into commercial use” (Shepardson, 2019). This event prompted the U.S. National
Transportation Safety Board (NTSB) to investigate with the intent of issuing safety
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recommendations to prevent similar crashes (National Transportation Safety Board, n.d.). The
crash was one of the first that instigated the incorporation of social influences into the
development of AVs.
Similarly, in 2018, Tesla’s Model X fatally crashed into a highway barrier while in
Autopilot mode (Rosenberg, 2018). Moments before the crash, the driver’s hands were not
detected on the wheel even after the vehicle issued an audio “hands-on” warning and multiple
dashboard warnings. According to Tesla, human error is certainly at fault (Rosenberg, 2018). In
2016 alone, the U.S. National Highway Traffic Safety Administration tracked a total of 37,461
lives were lost in crashes on U.S. roads that year. Driver error (of the human variety) is involved
in 90 percent of accidents (National Highway Traffic Safety Administration, 2017). One of the
greatest challenges in AVs is that they can never encounter all possible traffic situations, but cars
can learn from their mistake and crashes (Lekach, 2018b)
In acknowledgement of the recent fatal AV crashes, development of AVs continue to
integrate more features that handles task of driving users do not want to or cannot do for
themselves. What started as simpler features, like cruise control and antilock breaks, have
evolved into blind spot detection and advanced driver assistance components, such as self-park
(National Highway Traffic Safety Administration, 2019). AVs have the potential to remove
human error from the crash equation, which will help protect drivers and passengers, as well as
bicyclists and pedestrians. Safety is just one of the social influences being integrated into
autonomous systems.
On the other hand, recent advancements toward partly/fully automated vehicles are poised to
revolutionize the perception and utilization of travel time in cars, and are further blurring the
role of travel as a crisp transition between location-based activities. (Malokin, 2019).
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Society’s desire to evolve driving from a mundane, repetitive task to an opportunity for
productivity has changed how AVs are designed and what features are to be added. The
progression has changed how society views travel time and driving in general. This view has
evolved from its earlier motivations to lessen the amount of decisions a user has to make such as
cruise control. Now, AV applications have expanded to eliminating driver fatigue the key factor
in the 4,000 deaths caused by truck accidents each year (Protiviti, 2017). The U.S. Congress is
already pushing for stricter trucking regulation in 2016 that will limit operating times for truckers
(Lardner, 2019). Although stemming from a safety concern, this case introduces the element of
ease. Societal demand has increased to reducing the labor force, and development of AVs have
been molded to follow those demands by getting closer and closer to fully autonomous vehicles.
These vehicles are labeled as Level 5, defined by The Society of Automotive Engineers (SAE) as
the highest, which means the car is able to drive itself in any situation and condition – or is fully
autonomous. Level 5 drastically differs from Level 0, meaning no vehicle automation with the
driver fully in control (National Highway Traffic Safety Administration, 2019).
University of Virginia professor Madhur Behl, a computer science professor who
researches high-performance autonomous racing cars that are a tenth the size of a normal
car, is confident in the cars’ abilities to be agile and safe. “Overall, these cars will prove to
be safer than human counterparts,” Behl said. (Lekach, 2018).

Increasing societal demands concerning safety, ease, and efficiency are being met as AVs
approach SAE’s Level 5 categorization. Moreover, these present day societal demands have
created a technologically deterministic future of autonomous vehicles. Once a decision-making
footprint is set, it will hard to change and converge that logic to be ubiquitous among
manufacturers of AVs – emulating technological momentum.
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Autonomy is both directly and indirectly modeled after human behavior. How humans
act in differing environments is one of the many behaviors autonomy attempts to emulate.
Society and its values then play a large role in the decision-making process for autonomous
vehicles. Elements of social determinism are showcased in the idea of using social norms and
human emotions to improve the collision avoidance of AVs. For example, the standard agent
modelling tool Netlogo is utilized to simulate the artificial society of AVs to show the benefits of
modeling autonomy after humans (Riaz, 2018). As such, the STS Social Construction of
Technology framework will be investigated and applied. Additionally, as the deterministic future
of AVs will be researched, the STS Technological Determinism framework will also be used.
There are several key players within the network of AVs, such as government, public, engineer,
and animals. Due to the interplay of these factors in autonomous logic, Actor-Network Theory
will also be considered while conducting the STS research. The desire of autonomous vehicles to
provide simplicity and minimalism is translated into its appearance and design. For example,
Tesla’s Model X includes retractable door handles, a compartmentalized dash board, vehicle
tracking, AutoSteer, and AutoPark (Ingle & Phute, 2016). Humans have evidently influenced
certain technologies to look a certain way and to portray a certain lifestyle.
Research Question and Methods
The research question is: How have societal demands and influences been incorporated
into the development and implementation of AVs? AVs have been rapidly progressing while be
modeled after human behavior and designed for societal demands. It is crucial to assess how
these demands affect the development of a state-of-the-art technology, and how that might in
turn create a futuristic technological determinism of AVs as this technology has changed and
might continue to change human behavior. These demands may include negative effects that
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would be useful to address now and exclude them from autonomy logic. In any case, society
must analyze what demands have shaped AV implementation and how those demands translate
over into technology that changes how society thinks and behaves.
This topic will be analyzed through documentary research methods, surveys, policy
analysis, and historical case studies. Although AVs are a new technology, there are many articles
that explain how AVs make decisions and what patterns they follow. Certain papers publish the
policies AVs follow or should follow, so policy analysis will be used on these manuals to assess
the current guides in place. This data collected will serve as a foundation to better understanding
the existing frameworks. Additionally, there have been many cases of failure in AVs in the news.
These historical case studies will be used to understand how policy has changed in response to
these events. Surveys will be used to analyze statistically humans trust and ethics regarding
AVs. Collection of data will be centered around the decision-making processes for AVs
modeled after human behavior. The data was further be organized by a mixture of date and
values. As AVs are a fairly new technology, policies and cases of failure will be considered
within a timeline. The logic implemented in autonomous systems will be categorized by values,
such as efficiency, safety, or aesthetic.
Conclusion
The goal of the technical topic is to construct explainable decision-making process,
inclusive of human expert feedback, for autonomous navigation in complex environments
through the means of utilizing Rivanna, UVA’s High-Performance Computing System, to
analyze and perform maximal model training with minimal resources. This optimized model
training will be investigated through the parallelization of single-threaded TensorFlow super
resolution models on a CPU to investigate the differences among those models, evaluate their
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performances, and choose the best performing model. By incorporating human knowledge and
interpretability, the model will be able to better emulate human behaviors. This will contribute to
a more accurate and comprehensive model.
The STS topic will analyze the integration of social demands and influences on the
development and implementation of AVs. These influences center around safety, ease, and
efficiency. Furthermore, the STS topic will analyze how these influences have created a
technologically deterministic future for AVs. This topic will be relevant to discern how AV
technology is being developed in regards to societal demands and how the implementation of
those demands is driving how AVs influence society.
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